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Dear Readers, 

An eventful year lies behind us. Especially in the 
second half of 2018, an encouraging volume of 
new orders and growth in our after-sales activi-
ties spelled business success.

For our Chinese subsidiary, the strategic plan 
to establish a „German Foundry Standard“ for  
China‘s market has likewise paid off, with the first 
two orders recently booked. 

With the ALUMINIUM trade fair – our 2018 high-
light event – once again come and gone, the pro-
fessional community now is looking expectantly 
to Düsseldorf this year, where our industry‘s four 
leading trade shows are coming up in late June 
in the form of the GIFA / THERMPROCESS / 
METEC / NEWCAST suite. We, too, are deep in 
preparations for this event. At our 350 sq.m. trade 
fair stand in Hall 10, on the theme of „MORE ...“, 
we will be presenting interesting exhibits and in-
form about key innovations and developments. 

We are looking forward to many expert talks and 
discussions with customers and visitors at these 
events, and we are positive that these meetings 
will yield important feedback and suggestions for 
our future work. We look forward to your visit at 
our booth Hall 10, Stand H41.

We hope you will enjoy reading this newsletter.

Atilla Somuncu
Chief Operating Officer
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Read all articles as well as additional 
information online. To subscribe to the 
newsletter, please send us an e-mail to 
news@otto-junker.com
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REVIEW

RWTH confers
Otto Junker Awards 2018

Werner Stegemann (front left) and Dr. Ambros Schindler 
(front right), both on the managing board of the Otto Junker 
Foundation, congratulated Daniel Sialkowski, Veit Langrock, 
Dominik Büschgens and Maximilian Rudack (front row, from 
left) on receiving the 2018 Otto Junker Awards. Sharing in the 
delight with the honorees are RWTH Rector Ulrich Rüdiger 
and Professor Wolfgang Bleck, Chair of the Otto Junker 
Foundation‘s advisory committee (back row, from left).

RWTH graduates Daniel Sialkowski, Veit Langrock,  
Dominik Büschgens and Maximilian Rudack have been 
honored with the 2018 Otto Junker Award for their out-
standing academic perfomance.

The Otto Junker Award is conferred annually to students 
in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information 
Technology and in the Faculty of Georesources and 
Materials Engineering – Division of Materials Science and 
Engineering.

2018 trade fair 
highlight – ALUMINIUM

On October 9 - 11, the world‘s largest ALUMINIUM 
trade fair was held in Düsseldorf. OTTO JUNKER 
was among the 971 exhibitors, showcasing its 
equipment manufacturing activities with a focus on 
thermoprocessing systems. Numerous talks and  
interesting meetings with visitors from all over the 
globe made this event an all-out success.

Our special thanks are due to all colleagues who 
helped us organize and carry out this and many other 
events.

Instead of the traditional Christmas 
staff party, we opted for a New Year‘s 
reception this year.

A festively decorated buffet, music 
to suit the mood, and splendid con-
versation contributed to the event‘s  
perfect atmosphere. A male ballet per-
formance and the very popular photo 
booth rounded out the evening‘s high-
lights. Moreover, the occasion was 
used to honour our apprentices for 
their outstanding achievements and to  
congratulate them on passing their  
examinations. 

Our heartfelt thanks are due to all who, 
through their dedication and good 
cheer, helped to make this evening a 
success. We are already looking for-
ward to the next event.

In a relaxed 
atmosphere, the 
employees of 
OTTO JUNKER 
GmbH spent a few 
pleasant hours. 

Tribute to our 
apprentices on the
occasion of their 
graduation. 

Photo: Andreas Schmitter
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NEWS

Duomelt system 
for melting steel and cast iron 

ES Automobilguss GmbH based in Schönheide orders a 
Duomelt system for melting steel and cast iron, thereby 
committing a substantial investment in this German site.

A successful plant modernization carried out earlier had con-
vinced the customer of the quality and reliability of our work.

In addition to the control and operating console with JOKS 4.0 – 
TOUCH melt processor, ES Automobilguss also purchased our 
proven Multi-Frequency technology for melting very high-grade 
alloys. This Multi-Frequency technology enables the operator 
to perform melting at an optimal frequency and use a lower  
frequency level for alloying operations (e.g., carbon input) to 
create a more turbulent bath.

HAI the Hammerer Aluminium Industries Santana  
S.R.L. of Romania places an order for a medium- 
frequency coreless induction furnace for melting 
aluminium chips.

The high power density of an induction furnace, in con-
junction with its variable operating frequency, enables 
cost-efficient melting at high yield rates. The vigorous 
bath movement due to the electromagnetic field makes 
this furnace type perfectly suitable for melting down 
chips and foil scrap.

Induction furnaces are noted for achieving unbeatably 
low melting losses.

The recycling and re-use of aluminium requires much 
less energy than producing new aluminium. This, then, 
is clearly an investment in the future of the HAI at the 
site of Santana. 

Medium-frequency coreless induction furnace
for melting aluminium chips

Medium-frequency coreless induction furnace

Multi-Frequency technology

Duomelt system
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NEWS

OTTO JUNKER vacuum-type induction furnace
for Boliden Mineral AB, Sweden

Vacuum distillation of zinc-containing metallic ternary alloy

Boliden Mineral AB in Sweden has opted to 
rely on OTTO JUNKER technology for the 
vacuum distillation of zinc-containing metallic 
ternary alloy.

A special version of OTTO JUNKER‘s medium- 
frequency coreless induction furnace is marketed 
as a vacuum unit, thus providing optimum condi-
tions for vacuum distillation.

This furnace, typically operating in a 0.5 to 200 
mbar range, distinguishes itself by the special 
design feature of limiting the vacuum to the actual 
melting chamber only.

The induction coils with their electric power and 
cooling water supply lines remain outside the 
vacuum; they are freely accessible and lie neatly 
arranged in the open atmosphere. This configu-
ration ensures maximum safety in operating the 
furnace. It avoids electrical glow discharge effects 
and eliminates the need for sophisticated vacuum- 
tight bushings for electric power and cooling  
water supply. Moreover, this special design pre-
vents any hazardous contact between cooling 
water and molten metal in a hermetically sealed 
space. As a result, the furnace is particularly easy 
and safe to operate for the user.

A cooling air system arranged between the furnace 
coil and the crucible lining protects the vacuum- 
tight cylindrical furnace shell from overheating 
while also allowing simple monitoring of the refrac-
tory lining condition by continuous temperature 
measurements on the cooling air ducts distributed 
over the circumference of the crucible. 

Furnace during pouring

Structure of the vacuum distillation furnace
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A maximum of productivity and flexibility

North American Foundry Company EJ (headquarters in East 
Jordan, MI), well known for municipal castings, is successfully 
using in their new foundry the innovative ladle pouring system 
Puma Pro from INDUGA. 

Since the end of 2018, EJ’s new foundry (Elmira, MI) is producing high 
quality castings with a two-machine ladle pouring system. This ladle 
pouring system was able to fit in a limited space and meet the needs 
of their high volume production requirements. 

From the beginning, the Puma Pro system demonstrated the ability 
to perform and meet the many variations of pouring programs EJ has 
in their portfolio. The modern pouring controller with our very unique 
control algorithm fills up the sprue cup quickly, accurately, and repeat-
ably. Based on weight information the controller stops the process at 
the right moment. This demonstrates not only the correct pour, but also 
provides substantially reduced waste (over-pour). With thousands of 
moulds poured per year, this adds up to measurable cost savings. The 
next pour will also be optimized by the iteratively learning controller, 
so that the level in the cup is controlled precisely, even when parame-
ters like moisture of the sand, volume of the casting and other mould 
parameters are changing. The HMI monitor is showing the operator 
what the controller is doing, so he can see what the resultant pour 
will be. Via the programming capabilities of the system, the operator 
has everything under control even when there are numerous pattern 
changes per day.

The biggest disadvantage of any ladle pouring solutions is the fact 
that during the ladle change, the machine cannot pour iron into the 
mould. This can be fully compensated by using the INDUGA Puma 
Pro 2-machine solution. Additionally the machine can do other critical 
processes like pigging, deslagging and ladle change – safely, without 
reducing the production output of the castings. 

By using the INDUGA 2-machine solution the foundry is able to use 
the full stop time of the pouring line for castings that require longer 
pouring times, without any loss in the process. In parallel, this system 
warrants consideration when there are many or multiple alloy changes 
required.

The INDUGA Puma Pro 2-machine 
solution shows impressively that 
productivity and flexibility are able to 
be combined successfully.

EJ relies on modern ladle pouring system 
INDUGA PUMA Pro

NEWS
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First success 
for our GFS coreless 
furnace series 

The Ningbo Rixing contract (Ningbo / China) 
marked the first success for our GFS (German 
Foundry Standard) furnace series, calling for 
the supply of 4 coreless induction furnaces  
having a capacity of 20,000 kg each and operat-
ing on 12,000 kW DUOMELT frequency convert-
ers. 

The aim of the GFS project was to establish OTTO 
JUNKER‘s high quality standard in China under  
economic aspects. We have achieved this goal 
through the consistent standardization of our furnac-
es plus an increased use of local content sourced 
from our subsidiary company, Junker Metallurgical 
Equipment Ltd. (JMS / Shanghai). 

The frequency converter and the JOKS 4.0 melt 
processor are made in Germany, underscoring 
the outstanding status of the GFS furnace series 
as a product renowned for quality throughout the  
Chinese foundry industry.

METALLURGICAL EQUIPMENT (SHANGHAI) LTD.

NEWS

A maximum of productivity and flexibility

OTTO JUNKER production hall in Changshu, China

 Design, erection and installation of plant equipment 
and industrial furnaces of the OTTO JUNKER Group

 Sale and purchase of parts, components and units 
for plant equipment and industrial furnaces

 After-Sales and customer service

Products and Services of 
OTTO JUNKER Metallurgical Equipment Ltd.
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TECHNOLOGY

20 years Melting Technology Center - Part 2
Heat treatment R&D systems 

For 20 years, OTTO JUNKER GmbH has been maintaining a Technology 

Center in Lammersdorf for carrying out R&D projects in the fields of 

melting, holding and pouring equipment. 

Continuation of issue 29

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

KNOWLEDGE
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TECHNOLOGY

Development for and with our customers

As announced in the previous issue in which 
we took a close look at our Melting Technology 
Center, we also maintain a comprehensive 
Technology Center dedicated to equipment for 
the heat treatment of non-ferrous metals.

In addition to a series of test rigs-ups, several of 
which were built to customer order with a view to 
investigating special application issues, a hot dip 
tinning line and a strip flotation furnace with cooling 
section deserve special mention.

These last two units serve primarily for systematic 
development and improvement. In this regard the 
use of simulation techniques has proven its worth: 
Firstly, they make it possible to select a number of 
particularly suitable test variants beforehand. Sec-
ondly, empirical data obtained through experiments 
permit continuous improvements to the simulation 
models. 

The established HiPreQ® mist quench system (see 
illustration) and our own air knife system for hot-dip 
tinning lines exemplify our approach of combining 
simulation and measurements to develop all-new 
equipment components bringing vast benefits to the 
customer – whether in terms of strip flatness (due 
to the use of cooling rates that do not exceed met-
allurgical needs) or hitherto unequalled visual and 
dimensional uniformity of the tin-coated strip. As a 
useful side effect, numerous parameter variations in 
the empirically proven simulations also permit com-
plex interactions to be coordinated such that the 
mathematical models used in the thermoprocessing 
equipment offer sufficient accuracy and real-time 
capability. All these possibilities are also benefits for 
our customers to the extent that heating or cooling 
processes can be verified and, where necessary, 
optimized already during the planning stage. 

This not only ensures that the potential investment 
into new equipment will ultimately yield products with 
the required metallurgical properties. The findings 
also contribute to achieving maximum economic 
efficiency as expressed by productivity and energy 
efficiency. 

And if a given task cannot be resolved by „forced 
convection“, e.g., because the application calls for 
particularly short heat-up times or locally restricted 
heating, we can still draw on synergies with the  
Melting Technology Center and rely on our induc-
tion heating process expertise.

Continuation of issue 29

HiPreQ® mist quench

Hot-dip tinning line (Technology Center model) 

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

KNOWLEDGE
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In North America alone, 
demand for ABS is forecast 
to grow from 300,000 t in 
2015 to over 1 million t in 
2020.

TECHNOLOGY

Aluminium and copper 
are still going strong in automotive manufacture

For the development of the world‘s 
aluminium industry, automotive 
manufacturing is pointing the way 
ahead today. While the use of alu-
minium car bodies used to be as-
sociated only with historic race 
cars for many years, a turnaround 
was perceived when Audi‘s A8 with 
Space Frame entered series pro-
duction in 1994. 

However, it took almost another 20 
years before aluminium, with its un-
surpassed lightweight design proper-
ties, prevailed in volume manufactur-
ing over steel and other light weighting 
materials such as plastics and carbon 
fibre. Although of course, it needs to 
be recognized here that no material 
simply replaces another – the key to 
success lies in the optimum choice 
and combination of materials, tailored 
to a given application. 

The optimum performance of metallic 
materials is obtained by appropriate heat 
treatment. In the evolution of new alumin-
ium alloys and associated thermal pro-
cessing methods including technologies 
for recycling, we are now witnessing a 
dynamism that would hardly have been 
expected 20 or 30 years ago. 

This is where OTTO JUNKER, with over 
90 years‘ experience in furnace manufac-
ture, proves a competent partner to the 
semi-finished products industry, tiered 
suppliers, and automotive manufacturers. 
While the company covers virtually the full 
range of metals with its induction melting 
systems, its thermoprocessing equipment 
focuses entirely on the heat treatment of 
aluminium and copper. This includes, e.g., 
solutions for the production of extruded 
aluminium profiles for crash management 
systems, which involves the heating of alu-
minium billets in a JunkerDynamicHeater® 
system (JuDy). 
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TECHNOLOGY

Also in the portfolio are heat treatment and ageing 
furnaces for alloy wheels, brake callipers and oth-
er discrete items. In this context, the walking-beam 
conveyor system has established itself due to its sig-
nificant advantages (e.g., energy efficiency, protec-
tion of the material) over other conveyor concepts 
(e.g., roller hearths).

The most vigorous uptrend in recent years is appar-
ent in the field of strip flotation furnaces for alumini-
um auto body sheet (ABS). 

Consistent with market growth, OTTO JUNKER 
has dedicated a substantial portion of its research 
and development activities to the strip flotation fur-
nace with adjoining quench. The company has been 
able to build on its extensive experience with air-
craft-grade aluminium here. Apart from their sheer 
impressive length – which in the case of a strip flo-
tation furnace may attain as much as 100 m – these 
lines embody a vast know-how. Particularly in the 
field of cooling technology, OTTO JUNKER has set 
new standards with its HiPreQ®  mist quench for the 
ABS grades used in automotive production. This 
was achievable thanks to the company‘s own Tech-
nology Centre at its Simmerath headquarters site, 
which is equipped with advanced pilot equipment. 

In North America alone, demand for ABS is forecast 
to grow from 300,000 t in 2015 to over 1 million t in 
2020.

An essential factor explaining the brisk demand for, 
and high acceptance of, aluminium is the material‘s 
recyclability and the fact that the energy input need-
ed in recycling is substantially lower than that re-
quired for smelting the primary metal. It takes about 
15,700 kWh of electric power to produce one tonne 
of primary aluminium. With this amount of energy, 
an electric car consuming just over 15 kWh/100 km 
on average, such as BMW‘s i3 model, could travel 
more than 100,000 km. 

Recycling aluminium, however, requires only 5% of 
the energy demand that goes into its primary pro-
duction, so the material here sheds some of the 
negative image it owes to its environmental perfor-
mance in smelting. 

Accordingly, for this recycling application OTTO 
JUNKER offers suitable gas-heated melting furnac-
es capable of holding up to 120 tonnes. On recycling 
lines designed specifically for beverage cans, which 
are preceded by paint stripping equipment, the py-
rolysis gases emitted are used for heating the entire 
process. The paint stripping step is designed to min-
imize the loss of material by burn-off, thus ensuring 
a maximum recycling yield. Along with aluminium, 
copper is an important material to the automotive 
engineer. As the demand for electrical components 
rises and vehicles increasingly go electric, the need 
for plug connectors, leadframes, etc., is growing as 
well. But while copper is used in its uncoated state 
in electronics, it is becoming increasingly import-
ant in automotive production that copper should be 
coated to limit the impact of environmental factors. 
With its hot-dip tinning line for copper strip, OTTO 
JUNKER offers a solution to this requirement for the 
automotive industry and its suppliers. 

Intensive efforts are also being made at the level of 
digitalization as part of the commitment to advance 
heat treatment technology to an „Industry 4.0“ stan-
dard. A first mobile application providing broad func-
tions – from materials tracking, quality systems and 
process monitoring through to plant operation and 
maintenance – was recently launched by OTTO 
JUNKER. As for artificial intelligence, its use will still 
require major development steps, to be sure. But 
initial progress has been made here as well. In clos-
ing, it can be stated that new solutions and appli-
cations relying on aluminium and copper materials 
continue to enjoy brisk demand. 

OTTO JUNKER is your competent partner! 
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INDUGA has successfully commissioned 
steel strip coating pot and 
hydraulic lifting platform

In 2018, INDUGA commissioned a steel strip galva-
nizing pot and a pot lifting device for the world‘s 
largest steelmaker for its Belgian plant. 

The new coating pot has a capacity of 260 t liquid 
zinc and is heated with 2 air-cooled 500-kW-channel-  
inductors. The pot is designed for state-of-the-art 
zinc-magnesium coatings, which are currently in high 
demand, especially from Europe‘s automotive industry.

Zinc-magnesium coated thin sheets not only impress 
with their technical properties but also with climate 
protection, sustainability and resource efficiency. In 
many applications, the refined thin sheets offer signifi-
cantly better corrosion resistance than thin sheets with 
conventional zinc coatings at lower coating thickness-
es1.

The newly installed pot will be used on a new pilot 
plant for state-of-the-art steel strip grades as well as 
on an existing customer‘s coating line. For this, the pot 
travels in the basement area between the two coating 
lines. The total distance the pot has to cover here is 
almost 30 meters, for which it takes about 15 minutes. 
The coating takes place at temperatures between 420 
and 460 °C.

In the respective working or coating position of the pot 
is raised by a hydraulic lifting platform, so that the bath-
ing mechanics can be installed in the pot.

The hydraulic lift, also supplied by INDUGA, is de-
signed for a payload of 520 t and raises or lowers the 
pot to the work or basement position in 20 minutes. 

CAST IRON & STEEL

Fig. left: Mobile steel strip coating pot
Fig. right: Hydraulic lift
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The special feature of the platform is that in the future 
it can be used by three coating pots, from three direc-
tions, as an option, so that a very large scope had to be 
realized. In addition, the four hydraulic cylinders raise 
the platform to two heights, one for maintenance on the 
snout of the furnace and one for strip coating position.

The advantage of the hydraulic lifting platform com-
pared to a classic platform with spindle drives, is the 
possible continuous monitoring and cooling of the  
hydraulics, so that several lifting operations without 
necessary cooling phases are possible.

INDUGA uses state-of-the-art technology for position-
ing and positioning as well as hydraulic control and 
sets new standards in safety.

1Stahl-Informations-Zentrum im Stahl-Zentrum-Zink-Magnesium: Veredelte Feinbleche -  Weniger ist mehr 
https://www.stahl-online.de/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/D566_Zink_Magnesium_veredelte_Feinbleche.pdf

As a subsidiary of OTTO JUNKER GmbH 
we are part of an internationally active 
group of companies that provide reliable 
and customer-oriented service to the 
worldwide metallurgy and heat treatment 
markets. 

In addition, we expertly exploit the syner-
gies between the companies for the ben-
efit of customers. Together we guarantee 
excellent, innovative technology under-
pinned by the collaboration of personnel 
in the energy technology and furnace 
construction sectors. 

CAST IRON & STEEL

The pot is designed for state-of-the-art zinc-magnesium coatings and 
covers a distance of almost 30 meters, for which it takes about 15 minutes. 
The platform can be used by three coating pots, from three directions.
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OTTO JUNKER 
Coilmaking at record levels

SERVICE

Apart from the manufacture of new coils of varying 
designs and sizes, repairs of coils for coreless in-
duction furnaces (all the way to high-power coils) 
and coils for inductors and billet heaters are import-
ant activities. The building has an indoor clearance 
height of 15 m, allowing even very large coils to be 
built here. 

Visit us and see for yourself -  you will be amazed! 

In the year 2016, construction started on two 
new shop buildings for our revamped coilmak-
ing operation. 

The rationale for this investment was to establish 
a coil production unit that reflected the technolog-
ical workflow, relying on the use of cutting-edge 
processes and equipment. Our aim was to cut turn-
around times, to further expand our quality assur-
ance, and to centralize all coil and yoke manufactur-
ing activities in one place.

By now, this project has borne impressive fruit. Fol-
lowing its completion in mid-2017, coil production 
has gone up significantly and projections for this 
year look favourable as well. With above-average 
output during the first two months, it is evident al-
ready that our coilmaking has gotten off to a good 
start. 

The new OTTO JUNKER coil production from a bird‘s eye view.

     Focusing on 
quality assurance and 
    turnaround times.
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SERVICE

The outstanding quality of our furnace systems
safeguards their longevity – lifetimes of 30  
years and more are not unusual. 

Machinery and equipment that no longer meets  
safety or engineering demands does not need to be 
replaced with today‘s technology. Upgrading indi-
vidual component assemblies may be a reasonable 
alternative.

There is more than one good reason for plant mod-
ernization. Apart from extending its lifecycle through 
an assured spare part supply, we will bring your 
system up to the current state of the art. Improve-
ments can be achieved in terms of safety, energy 
efficiency and enhanced performance. Moreover, 
you will benefit from much lower costs and short-
er installation times than for a new investment. It is 
worthwhile to consider all options thoroughly – so 
get in touch with us! 

For upgrades and expansions of existing plant and 
equipment, we are at your service as your expe-
rienced partner. Benefit from our support when it 
comes to tapping energy saving potentials, boost-
ing output, and reducing down times effectively. 

Your equipment can do better! 
By working together with you, we can develop 
the optimum solution to your needs. 

Get in contact with us.

Upgrades and revamps – 
OTTO JUNKER is your experienced partner 

It shall be our pleasure to advise you personally and 
we are looking forward to seeing you at this year‘s 
GIFA / THERMPROCESS in Düsseldorf.

Service-Phone: +49 2473 601 555
Email: service@otto-junker.com

Your benefits at a glance:

 higher availability rates
 improved operating safety
 extended equipment lifecycle
 avoidance of unscheduled downtimes
 and much more ...

Addressing a broad diversity of require-
ments, OTTO JUNKER offers an extensive 
portfolio of services:

 Technical support with 7 x 24 h helpline 
 Monitoring & analysis 
 Preventive maintenance / inspection service
 Genuine spare parts
 Process optimization
 Retrofits / upgrade projects 
 Technical training
 Repairs and reconditioning 
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MORE ...

at GIFA / THERMPROCESS 2019

Come see us at GIFA / THERMPROCESS 2019 in 
Düsseldorf – the specialized trade fair for the foundry 
and thermoprocessing industry. Visit our booth and 
discover MORE ...

On the theme of MORE ..., we will inform you about 
our products and services in the fields of induction, 
convection and automation.

Items presented will include our Optical Coil Protection 
(OCP) system for direct temperature measurements 
in the crucible, a medium-frequency coreless (MFT) 
induction furnace, and two thermoprocessing enginee-
ring models. Furthermore, we invite you to our Live 
Forum to learn all about the complex technology of our 
equipment.

We are looking forward to your visit!
25 – 29 June: Hall 10, Stand H41
Düsseldorf
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Upcoming events
Save the dates

2019 Seminar Language

7 - 9 October Foundry Plants English

8 - 9 October Thermoprocessing 
Plants

English

Seminars of  

OTTO JUNKER Akademy

More up-to-date information and dates will be
announced at: www.otto-junker.com 


